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Bank of Communications (Hong Kong) Top Rewards Lucky Draw
Phase 2 Chill Rewards Winner List

Winner of the Chill Rewards (the Travel Rewards) is：

English Name

(Full Last Name and first letter of

given name)

First 4 digits of mobile numbers

KONG, T** W** 9508

Remarks:

1. The winner was randomly selected by the Bank with its computer system.

2. Within ONE month after the announcement of the winner, the Bank will contact the winner

via Email and SMS regarding the arrangement of the rewards redemption. The winner must

follow the relevant instructions to collect the rewards at that time, otherwise his/her

eligibility for receiving the rewards will be cancelled. The Bank will not make any

replacement or compensation in this regard. If the contact information of the winner is

invalid or inaccurate so that the winner cannot be contacted, the winner’s eligibility for

receiving the rewards will be cancelled and the Bank will not arrange for reissuance of the

rewards, nor will it bear any responsibility.

3. When receiving the rewards, the winner must present his/her identity document that match

the information registered with the Bank for verification purposes. The winner must collect

and acknowledge receipt of the rewards in person and cannot authorize a third party to

collect the rewards on his/her behalf.

4. If the winner's Savings Deposit Account or Current Deposit Account of the Bank has been

closed when the rewards are issued, the customer will not be able to receive the rewards,

such customer will not receive any reward, and his/her eligibility will be forfeited and the

Bank will not make any compensation or reissuing.

5. The rewards are only available for collection in Hong Kong.

6. Once the rewards are sent out, it cannot be changed, transferred, returned or redeemed for

cash under any circumstances, and will not be reissued. The gifts/ gift cards in the rewards

must be used in accordance with the terms and conditions stipulated by the supplier.

7. The Bank is not the supplier(s) of gifts/ gift cards, their usages are bound by all the terms and
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conditions imposed by the relevant supplier(s). For details please refer to the relevant terms

and conditions. Any inquiry, comment or complaint about the quality of gifts/ gift cards, or

their relevant services should be directed to the relevant supplier(s). The Bank shall not be

responsible for any matter in relation to the gifts/ gift cards or their relevant services. Any

disputes arising from the gifts/ gift cards or their relevant services should be resolved

between the customers and the relevant supplier(s).


